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The paper deals with the implementation of an extended Cam-Clay model for unsaturated
soils. The model is defined using the Bishop stress as formulated in [1] and an extended
hardening law that accounts for the rate of the degree of saturation. The model is im-
plemented in the research code COMES-GEO ([2], [3], [4], [5], [6]) and the rate equation
is integrated via an implicit return mapping scheme. The elastic predictor stage is mod-
ified introducing the Laplace transformation. This mathematical feature allows to use a
single tangent matrix even to model the soil collapse due to wetting as discussed in the
present paper. The model is applied in the simulation of element tests and then in the
simulation of a rainfall induced landslide. The paper reports the preliminary studies for a
constitutive framework aimed to the analysis of slope stabilisation with soil bioengineering
methods. The purpose of the analysis is to assess the suitability of the model to reproduce
a shallow landslide with a diffuse failure mechanism. The saturation of the soil induce
a transition in the mechanical behaviour from a quasi-static regime for a stable state to
a mud flow for an unstable state. The analyses of the stress path into the flowing mass
show that the condition of instability occurs on the right part of the Cam-Clay ellipse even
though the plastic potential is associated. This is a computational advantage, because the
model preserves the symmetry. The capability in reproducing softening behaviour with
an associated plastic potential is due to the new extended hardening of Cam-Clay.
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